M092-DT Monogram Dining Table

OVERALL  W90 D46 H32

Consists of M092-DT-T (Top) and M092-DT-B (Base). Featured in Almond Buff and French Oak (married finish as 8092-DT) [Consists of 8092-DT-T (Top) and 8092-DT-B (Base)]

- Casual, yet structured feel, with Transitional overtones that create a delicate balance of blending form and function.
- Select red oak veneers and solids
- Light wire-brushing enhances and deepens the Oak grains, while hand-distressing softens and wears the edges, each creating depth of color and added character
- Features two 22” leaves
- Available in 8 timeless finishes that capture and allow depth of choice and opportunity